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'You can jail a Revolutionary, but you can't jail the Revolution."
Huey Newton
Senior receives top cricket award Dite-Giz- ed Mews
Grainne Carlin
Staff Writer
It started on Homecoming week-
end, when over 900 fans helped The
College of Wooster break a record
for the largest crowd to ever attend
a United States collegiate cricket
match. Now Wooster's cricket team
has achieved yet another milestone;
Ian Carlin '11 is receiving the John
,
Bart King award, which is given to
the best U.S.-bo- rn American college
cricket player. This senior wicket
keeper will be recognized in Sports
Illustrated "Faces of the Crowd,"
January issue for being the nation's
top American-bor- n collegiate player.
The College's cricket team
founder Lloyd Jodah, contacted
Carlin and let him know he won the
award and explained its significance.
"I was extremely excited, humbled
' and honored to win the award," said
Carlin. "I feel that there are many
individuals in collegiate cricket that
also could have been recognized for
the award."
The John Bart King award is
given every year by the board mem-
bers of American College Cricket.
During the so-pl- us tournaments
throughout the year, the board re-
views all American-bor- n individu-
als who currently play for a club in-
volved in American College Cricket.
According to the American College
Cricket website, "the award is based
on performance on the field, and as
befits a sport that is now re-est-ab-
lishing its foundation in the USA, it
also takes into account off the field
performance in furthering cricket."
According to Jodah, Carlin first
stood out at the collegiate champi-
onship in Florida last spring, where
Wooster set a U.S. collegiate club record for attendance at
a cricket match on Oct. 9, 2010 (PRNewsFotoThe College
of Wooster).
over 20 universities participated.
Not only does he play his position
well and help bring his team to vic-
tory, Carlin is also the president
of the Scots' cricket team. "I was
honored to be recognized and feel
that this award will carry expecta-
tions of future performance that
I must live up to. That's not a bad
thing."
Carlin was only introduced to
cricket a few years ago when he
.
saw a casual game being played by
a group of international students in
his residence hall. Carlin joined in
the game and was then encouraged
to join Wooster's cricket club team.
"I had no idea I would ever be
involved with cricket in the first
place." However, Carlin was in-
trigued by the game when he be-
gan to play. "I was aware of its
massive international following,
and it looked like a lot of fun,"
he said.
During his high school years,
Cont. on page 2
CAMPUS GSE proaram receives major honor
The College of Wooster's Global Social Entrepreneurship (Glob-
al SE) program has been cited for excellence by the Institute of In-
ternational Excellence (HE). The Global SE program will receive
the Andrew Heiskell Award for innovation in international educa-
tion at the Sixth Annual Best Practices in Internationalization Con-
ference on March 18. HE President and CEO Allan E. Goodman
indicated that this year's Heiskell Award winners represent some of
the world's best initiatives in internationalizing higher education.
"As institutions continue to innovate, taking their internationaliza-
tion efforts to new heights and depths, we look forward to continu-
ing our tradition of recognizing their commitment to excellence and
meeting the global mandate of our time," he said.
NATIONAL Woman attacks library drop-bo- x
After a string of condiment attacks on its book drop, a Boise
area library has now found its culprit. According to MSNBC, Joy
Cassidy, 75, pleaded guilty on Friday to charges of malicious in-
jury to property. There were 10 different assaults on the book drop
totaling in more than $1,000 in damages. Cassidy must serve a
month in jail and is ordered to have no contact with any public
libraries in the Boise area for two years. The first attack was in
2009 when corn syrup was dumped down the library's drive-u- p
drop box. Other condiment attacks included ketchup, maple syrup
and mayonnaise.
WORLD 40,000 evacuated in Malaysia floods
Flooding in southern Malaysia has killed two people and more
than 40,000 people were evacuated to relief shelters on Tuesday. Ac-
cording to USA Today, two women in the Johor area, in the south-
ern part of the Malaysian peninsula, drowned this weekend. As the
rain begins to slow, some people have started to return home, how-
ever over 20,000 still remain in shelters. Public transportation has
been affected throughout Malaysia and neighboring areas. In neigh-
boring Singapore, trains have been canceled throughout the week.
City Police Chief Glick slated to
become director of security in fall
Kris Fronzak
News Editor
Wooster Police Chief Steven
Click is slated to take over for Joe
Kirk as Director of Security for the
College on Aug. 8, 201 i.
Glick has been a part of the
Wooster police department since
1979. He grew up in the city and
graduated
.
from The
. y--t n c xxriouegt: oi woosier, y
with a bachelor's de-- I
eree in111 Aliohistory,ivji jr. AtieIV
was
riety of reasons," he said. "I'm not
against alcohol but the law says that
if you're under 2 1 you cannot con-
sume alcohol."
What this means for the cam-
pus at large is- - added responsibility
upon those who host parties a
responsibility that Glick intends to
take seriously.
"Anybody who sponsors a party
has a responsibil
ity to make sure that
'm looking forward to working with people under the age
" -.
- -
employed by Se-- the college community
,
while11 maintaining alcohol. That's a di--
curity and Protective my fes fae cy" rect liability to go
services (SPS) while J J' back to those indi- -
enrolled at the col-- n r viduals and fraterni- -
lege, and in his senior
year, Glick joined the
city police force.
Neither SPS nor the city police
force anticipates a rough transition.
The department has a long his-
tory of training, and the new chief
will be an internal candidate," Glick
said. "I can walk out of here know-
ing that this is going to continue.
That's a good feeling."
Currently, Glick is taking time
off to talk to College administra- -
4
tion and get the lay of the land. A
lot of changes have occurred since
he was enrolled in the 70s. One of
the most significant differences for
him is the statewide change in the
legal drinking age from 18 to 21.
Originally, a majority of Wooster
students could legally drink now
only about 25 percent can.
"I don't think people understand
V,L., . ties and sororities.
Eventually some--
the huge difference that is for any
community, where you have a large
group of individuals who cannot
all consume alcohol. That certainly
changes the dynamics," Glick ex-
plained, though he added that the
dynamic is not necessarily worse
because of it.
"We all know that people under
21 drink. They should not for a va--
thing bad will hap-
pen and it's not a question of
if, it's a question of when. There
could be personal and organization-
al liability as a result."
Glick was a member of the fra-
ternity Phi Delta Sigma while in
college, which he said means that he
knows the tricks of the trade.
Cont. on page 2
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LOCAL Ohio mom sues hospital over son's death
An Ohio mother is suing the Cleveland Clinic for medical mal-
practice, claiming surgeries conducted there left her infant son se-
verely brain damaged and led to his premature death. According to
NECN, Dawn McAlpine filed a wrongful death complaint on Jan.
24 against the Clinic and two surgeons who performed surgeries
.
in 2003 on her son, Khalil Saddler, to repair an abnormal vein in
the base of his brain. McAlpine's attorney says the surgeons used a
surgical device that. was specified for adult use without McAlpine's
permission. Anderson claimed the glue from the device seeped into
the child's brain causing a stroke and permanent brain damage. The
child died in 2008.
NATIONAL Bush's daughter supports gay marriage
A 20-seco- nd web video in support of gay marriage was released
on Monday. It features former President George W. Bush's daugh-
ter, Barbara Bush. According to CNN, the video shows Barbara
saying, "I'm Barbara Bush and I'm a New Yorker for Marriage.
New York is about fairness and equality and everyone should have
the right to marry the person that they love. Join us." This video
is part of a collection of testimonials from notable New Yorkers.
The Human Rights Campaign recently said, "Barbara Bush joins
prominent Republicans like her mother Laura Bush as well as
Dick Cheney and Ted Olson as supporters of marriage equality."
"Cricket Award" from page 1
Carlin was involved in a variety of
traditional sports including base-
ball, basketball, football and track
and field.
"Baseball was probably the larg-
est contributor to skills that allowed
an easier transition to the sport of
cricket," said Carlin. "Things such
as fielding skills, proper throwing
technique and the focus on hand-ey- e
coordination are crucial to the
sports of both baseball and cricket."
Carlin used his experience as a
former running back for the varsity
football team to try the position as
fielder when he began playing crick-
et. Carlin's baseball skills quickly
Widespread civil unrest in EsypI
"Director of security" from page 1
"Society and expectations have
changed since I was on campus.
Things that we were able to do
and not raise an eyebrow at have
changed. It was beginning to change
when I left," he said. "I think what's
important is no matter whether they
belong to a Greek organization or
not, that our response to anything
that would occur is the same."
Glick also explained that the re-
lationship between the citizens of
Wooster and the College is not as
negative as it appears to be. "Have
While we strive to
achieve excellence
every week, we, too,
sometimes fall short.
Please send your cor-
rections to Voice
wooster.edu
became apparent and earned him
a spot as a wicketkeeperbatsm'an.
Today, not only is he considered to
be one of the best wicketkeepers in
American college cricket, but also
bats at number four or five.
Carlin considers cricket to be a
challenging sport, but also a very
rewarding experience. "The best
part of being on the cricket team
is the relationship and bonds I have
built with my fellow teammates,"
said Carlin. "It takes a lot of great
individuals to run this club and I
believe that's what we have. That's
what makes the club team so special
to me."
I
there been negative incidents? Yes
there have. But I think the whole 'us
versus them' is overplayed."
In terms of the actual takeover
and its expected effect on students,
Glick stated that he is a proponent
of fostering relationships.
"I think if you build good rela-
tionships, when you run into diffi-
culties you can work through them
with a minimum of hard feelings,"
he said.
"If you treat people with as
much respect as possible, in the
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Palestinians chant slogans during a protest organized by Palestinian leftist groups in solidar-
ity with Tunisia's national uprising, in Gaza City, Jan. 18, 2011 (AP PhotoAdel Hana).
GinaChristo
News Editor
On Dec. 1 7 Tunisia erupted into
chaos when its citizens took to the
streets to protest the civil injustices
that had gone on too long. Tunisia,
a country that tends to be looked
upon highly by other first-wor- ld
nations, boasts of liberal social
norms, broad gender equality and
a relatively large middle class. The
United States has given Tunisia
much credit for their active pros-
ecution of terrorism suspects.
Citizens of Tunisia, however,
see the situation differently. An-
gered by unemployment, inflation
of food prices, corruption, freedom
of speech violations and general liv-
ing conditions, Tunisians stood up
to their oppression wholeheartedly.
While it may look as though
the Tunisian government has been
equally opportunistic since Presi-
dent Ben Ali has been in office,
there has also been much global
results in "7.;".".!:::;
In an effort to curb political unrest end pre'
Egypt blocked ell Internet services end text rr. :
The civil unrest begen in earnest on Jen. 2 :
watched a revolution succeecfully sweep '::: c
p!o its president, Zino al-Abid- ino Cen Ali. I ! :
under the governance of President Hcer.i f "'. '
country for 30 years. Protestors hope to cv...
regime, and in doing so, decrease poverty c.r.J i
Almost overnight, protestors decided to L:' :
an undertaking that proved successful cn Ti:
c,::
long-ter-m that helps the organiza-
tion and it certainly helps the com-
munity. Enforcement and education
are both part of the equation," Glick
explained. "It all starts with having
a civil discourse with people."
As director, Glick intends to
make the 13-pers- on department as
professional and proactive as pos-
sible. He has ideas for change, but
believes it would be premature to
make concrete plans at this time.
There's going to be a learning
curve for both security, the college
criticism amongst the media and
Non-Governme-
ntal Organizations,
particularly in relation to Ali's per-
secution of Islamists and his eco-
nomic agenda. Furthermore, ;t is
speculated that the social inequali-
ties and frustrations in Tunisia
went generally unnoticed because
of the U.S.-Tuni- sia alliance.
History Professor Gregory Sha-y-a
spent six weeks in Tunisia last
summer, particularly in the nation's
capital of Tunis. Based on his expe-
rience, he was hardly surprised by
the violent civil unrest that burst
out in December. "Everywhere we
went last summer we heard com-
plaints about President Ben Ali, his
wife, Leila Ben Ali and their fam-
ily members," he said. "We heard it
from university professors and cab
drivers. Tunisians know something
about everyday corruption, but the
greed of the president's family was
seen as a profound insult to the Tu-
nisian people."
Social networks such as Face- -
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community and myself," he said.
Glick was not actively looking
to leave the police force but would
have had to retire in January of
2014. When the opportunity arose
to come to the College, he gladly
accepted it. It was a transition that
took months of discussion with
members of the administration.
"This was actually something
I'd had in the back of my mind
anyway," he said, explaining that
he now feels he has come full circle.
He is eagerly anticipating working
Virtual Edition!
Check out the Voice's new
Website!
www.thewoostervoice.com
book and Twitter also played a large
role in rallying the unhappy citizens
of Tunisia. The demographic of
the Tunisians were mostly middle
class, made up of young doctors,
lawyers and other professionals.
The outpouring of the younger
demographic is somewhat cred-
ited to social networking sites like
Facebook and Twitter. The passion
and commitment of these younger
Tunisians gives observers around
the world hope that a freer society
within Tunisia is possible.
On Jan. 14 the Tunisian mili-
tary ousted Ben Ali, who dissolved
his government and declared a state
of emergency. Under this state of
emergency, people were not al-
lowed to gather in groups of more
than three people. A violation of
this declaration would result in im-
mediate arrest.
On the same day of his oust-
ing and the simultaneous Tunisian
state of emergency, Ben Ali fled
from Tunisia and officially aban-
doned his position as President.
His official resignation came via a
Tunisian state TV announcement.
Fouad Mebazza, who is a member
of a highly nationalistic politi-
cal group in Tunisian called Neoc
Destour, will be taking over. The
date of regular elections in Tuni-
sia is still unknown, but it is widely
accepted that there will be interna-
tional regulation and support dur-
ing that time.
Jeffrey Lantis, an international
relations professor at The College
of Wooster, sees this uprising as a
positive thing in terms of fighting
authoritarianism. He believes this
could be a serious beginning to the
importance of "people's power" in
the surrounding oppressed north-
ern countries. However, the passion
of the protesters has somewhat
died out as opposing forces have
weakened. While the entire coun-
try is demanding democratic presi-
dential and parliamentary elections,
the strategy to accomplish this has
not been planned. If the strength
of the people's convictions within
this uprising is not channeled into
political negotiation soon, Tunisia
will be susceptible to falling back
into the structure of its old
with a new staff and meeting the
challenges of his new job.
Glick has a son that graduated
from the College in 2007, and a
daughter, Melissa, who is currently
a junior at the College.
He hopes to bring a unique per-
spective to the job, utilizing his
strong ties to the city, law enforce-
ment and the college itself.
"I'm looking forward to work-
ing with the college community
while maintaining my ties with the
city," Glick said.
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I moved into J
Bornhuetter
almost two and a half years ago, I
have to limit it to two people spe-
cifically right now. So, with all due
respect to the entire staff and crew
at Wooster (all of whom work so
hard), I want to specifically thank
Joyce and Carolyn Hall.
Joyce has an incredibly warm
smile and works at Lowry dining
hall's card-swipi- ng station. She
used to draw detailed, pun-fill- ed
cartoons every day, either describ-
ing the meal of the day or the ani-
mal kingdom. She now wears them
as earrings, since she no longer
has the corkboard where she can
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In the past week, Egypt's government has ordered Internet service pro
viders to disconnect Egyptians to the Internet, preventing a wider spread
of coverage of protests calling for the end of President Mubarak's 30-ye- ar
reign. Cell phone service has also been shut down, with the TV news
network Al-Jaze- era blocked from public broadcasting. With many tele
communication tools rendered useless, protesters and activists can now
only take their message of change and reform to the streets.
Across the Atlantic, Americans often appear to have a loveable but heat
ed relationship with the media. We are famous for desiring those precious
15 minutes of fame, and then immediately complaining that television,
print, or Internet services are beginning to dictate our actions and words.
However, we as a people can't deny that our lives revolve around the me-
dia, especially when our society interacts largely through online commu
nication. What we take for granted every day is our first amendment right
of freedom of speech, which includes the freedom of the press. On paper
you read reviews, opinions and news stories that keep you up to date with
the latest thoughts and current events happening locally and globally.
Our federal government does not heavily control what is written for
newspapers or broadcasted through TV. In turn, we are also free to con-
tinue sharing our ideas online through blogs, Facebook, and forums. What
we share can sometimes lead to social change and activism for a more
democratic future. ' ' "" s '
The growing political unrest in countries like Tunisia, Jordan and.Egypt
remind us why everyone needs the media in society today. With no access
to television news reports or Internet news sites, the freedom to spread
knowledge, new ideas and reports on recent events becomes severely crip-
pled. We at Tlu Wooster Voice encourage all of our readers to project their
voice and always keep the conversation going, whether that is in print or
online.
Thanks to C. 0. W. staff
With all the craziness going on
now in Wooster the ice storm,
Independent Study and pledging
-- -
Ramsey Kincannon
College of
Wooster.
While I
wish I could
writemilt a sever
for many fra
ternities and
sororities it
can be quite
easy to over- -
look the people.
I've been guilty
of it, too. The
time has come,
though, to finally write a few words
of gratitude for some of those
under-appreciat-
ed, hard-worki- ng
people at The
hang up the drawings. Her Friday
cheek-pinch- es used to be a staple
of my week and the main reason
why I went to Kitteredge through
out my first year at Wooster,
Carolyn is a member of the cus
todial staff and throughout most
of last semester, she used to talk to
many of my housemates, not only
giving us advice, but just chatting,
telling us about her day either here
or at "Wally World," where she
also works.
By the end of the whirlwind se-
mester, my housemates and I were
close enough
...:.u r i..TTT1 'IT 'IT 11 Willi VCUUIVHwhi p wish I rnn H wrifp ,u a wuvt tnat wnen we
1 . 1 1
a several Daere article detail- - moved out
ino the significant numhpr of the house'
D o . ru i:i,otn- - Ot
p people111WftO have Changed1 1 wc lclLal page article we were los--
detailing the my life since I mOVed into ing another
significant Bornhuetter almost two and hote- -
number of , 1r . I haven t al- -
peopie who a hall years ago, I have to ways treated
have changed limit it tO tWO people Specifi- - these people
my life since L. n the way they
deserve. Some
days, for what-
ever reason, I don't smile and say hi
to Joyce as I pass through Lowry. As
I moved out of Avery house, I mind-
lessly left tons of stuff, creating extra
work for Carolyn. I feel incredibly
guilty about that. For that, I'm sorry.
Moving to college can be jarring
for lots of people. Parents are gone,
and everything is your own respon-
sibility. At Wooster, where I'm far
away from family, Carolyn and Joyce
make me feel right at home.
Ramsey Kincannon is a regular contributor
for the Voice. He can be reached for comment
at RKincannonlHwooster.edu.
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State of the Union Address. The
president covered issues including
economic policy, ending the war in
Iraq and the future of technology
and renewable energy.
Obama placed strong
I,"
V.,,"
qui yovce
Mttofiy froxeri
n a blocK oV
ice -- fccrn the
5fcrm-
-
,an actual
had a foreboding undertone.
Many Americans have become
.wary of our government in the
last decade, and rightly so. It is
this very skepticism that helps to
make America what it is. Without
it, the United States would remain
stagnant, with leaders unbefitting
to the need of our nations and its
populace. This sentiment consti-
tutes my own skepticism in regard
to this speech. By no means do I
think Obama is a weak or mali-
cious leader. However, I am wary
of his grand gestures and great
promises. Most politicians make
promises and propose daring plans
of action, but few live up to them.
With a Republican-controlle- d"
House of Representatives, it is not
hard to imagine that many of the
things Obama wants to put into ac-
tion, such as cutting oil subsidies,
diverting money from the military,
ending Don't Ask Don't Tell and
putting one million electric vehi-
cles on the road by 2015 will en-
counter serious resistance in Con-
gress. Furthermore, Obama has
pledged to veto any bill brought
to his desk with earmarks; We can
only hope for so much. Obama has
once again implored us to leave be-
hind party politics and unite on the
issues he truly believes are for the
betterment of our country.
As a skeptic of promises made
by politicians and with my absti--
FRIDAY,
February 4
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Editorial cartoon by Staff Cartoonist Gus Fuguitt. He can be reached at GFuguitt13wooster.edu
State of the Union looks to thefuture
As the Western world celebrates
the ringing in of the new year and
the promise of tomorrow. 2011
brings new
challenges and
opportunities,
many of which
President
Barak Obama
addressed and
laid out guide-
lines for in his
nence from identifying within the
two- - party system, it is difficult to
visualize sitting down somewhere,
five or even 10 years from now
and remarking, "Wow, President
Obama made good on exactly what
he said he would." While Obama
hasn't fulfilled his campaign prom-
ises 100 percent, he is certainly
not slacking in breaching party
lines, and it seems to be a differ-
ent breed of politician than what
America has grown accustomed to.
This gives me reason to pause, and
the faintest hope that might indi-
cate an honest man in the White
House.
President Obama's address also ema-- for ail of my fei- -
emphasis on reclaim- - - i i -- i OMJ fl n low skeptics and those
M . I . i 1IUIVU VCILI L1WI 1 UUU W L 113 11 1 111 It-- . . .. ,ing the top educational r Americans not aligned
position in a global gard to the luture. He noted that while with obama, our gripes,
context, specifically by- - the United States is Still the WOrld grudges and grievanc--
strengthening students
in the subjects of math
and" ' "science. Obama's
address also emanated,
both caution and opti-
mism in regard to the
future. He noted that
while the United States is still the
world leader in many respects, we
must be careful not to let it go to
our heads, as nations like China
and India are advancing rapidly
and relentlessly.
Obama greatly emphasized the
importance of renewable energy
sources, reducing or eliminating
oil subsidies and pushing ahead
technologically but doing so effi-
ciently. He compared the challeng-
es of today to the days of Sputnik
and called on the American people,
and especially our government, to
work together, cut through un-
necessary red tape and to put it
up where necessary. There is no
doubt that Obama is a talented
orator. Accordingly, the State of
the Union Address was moving,
passionate and optimistic, but also
leader in many respects, we must be " arema"y and often
. times just. But renew- -
CareiUl not tO lilet that gO tO OUr iiheads able energy, continuing
as nations like China and India are ad- - to stay at
vancing rapidly and relentlessly. tf forefro"t. tech:o r j j nology, working to end
the war in Iraq, cut- -
ting the fat from the federal gov-
ernment and giving real equality
to any who wish to serve in the
armed forces are issues which we,
as Americans, should all unite to
accomplish. The difference for
most of us lies in where the push
to do so comes from.
Albert Einstein once said, "The
only justifiable purpose of political
institutions is to ensure the unhin-
dered development of the individ-
ual." It seems that with Obama's
pledge to better our standard of
education, to remain the birthplace
of so much innovation and entre-
preneurial spirit, that maybe, just
maybe, he feels the same way.
Ryan Neff is a contributor for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment
at RNeJflSzvooster.edu.
Not as simple as looking both ways
Every time I cross Beall Ave., I am
baffled by the number of drivers who
don't stop for the mass gatherings of
students at the crosswalk. Most of
Madelyn Halstead
the time when I
am involved in
one of these situ-
ations, I shake
my fist angrily
muttering curse
words under my
breath, as if it
makes some sort
of difference. Sometimes I take my
chances and just cross stick it to the
man, right? But alas, none of my ac-
tions seem to change anything.
What might make more sense is
if people actually stopped and if the
College did something to indicate
that those brick walkways, are in fact,
crosswalks and that cars need to stop.
I wish I could pin this one entirely on
the driver, but I can't. Having driven
down Beall Ave. at night myself, I know
first-han- d that pedestrians are hard to
spot and the crosswalks are even more
difficult to locate. I have never seen
an illuminated crosswalk on Beall Ave.
nor have I ever seen any reflectors in-
dicating that a crosswalk was present.
The first step in abating this issue
should be for the College to step up,
take responsibility, and work to ensure
this safety of its students. Maybe by
placing reflective strips on the cross
walks or the free-standi- ng signs that
sit in the middle of the road and read,
"Yield to pedestrians" we can help raise
the awareness of drivers.
Obviously, I understand that there
are always going to be people that
blow through the crosswalk because
they don't care and the individuals
that try to run you off the road be-
cause they think it is funny - weird
sense of humor, I guess. But may- - .
be with a little signage the College
could make more of a statement, one
that says, "We're not trying to get
our soon-to-- be young professionals
run over by cars. Slow down!",
I do believe at one point it was men-
tioned by some staff or faculty mem-
ber that there is or was some sort of
pedestrian awareness program. I have "
no idea on the status of that program
but if it has ended something more
needs to be done. If it hasn't ended we
need to expedite the process to ensure
that students feel safe now as opposed
to next fall.
As a shout out to any community
members reading this, stop at the
crosswalk it's a law that pedes-
trians have the right of way. Try
not to get so angry that students
are always around. Often times, in
an effort to make my presence on the
crosswalk known, I like to make eye
contact with unfriendly drivers. It's
my way of saying, "Hey, I'm walk-
ing here." These drivers frequently
look angry and annoyed that there
are students everywhere. Maybe
they're not from around here but this
is a college 'campus what do you
expect?
The bottom line is, stop at the cross-
walk and stop making an effort to run
me off the road. If you don't want to
encounter pedestrians pick another
route or be prepared to abide by the law.
Madelyn Halstead is an editor in cheif
for the Voice. She can be reached for com-
ment at MHahteadl livooster.edu.
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Deifying U.S. Soldiers is
Along with "Support the troops,"
"Honor the defenders of free-
dom" has become the newest hol-
low catchphrase that encapsulates
American
militarism. It
can be seen on
bumper stick-
ers, T-shir-ts,
wristbands
and other me-
diaDan Hanson slogans.
When I think
about groups devoted to defend-
ing the rights and freedoms of
American citizens, I think of the
American Civil Liberties Union,
the First Amendment Center and
social activist groups such as pro-
gressive labor unions and Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defama-
tion. What the military does today
to protect American civil liberties
is beyond me. Aside from invoking
the most asinine and tired imagery
of popular patriotism, this increas-
ingly radical aesthetic shows the
disturbing link between militarism
and our national identity and a
backwards conception of American
liberty.
Those who claim to "honor the
defenders of freedom" by praising
military service actually ignore the
groups that have been truly re-
sponsible for the advancement of
American freedom in the realms
of social justice and civil liber-
ties. They also ignore the uncom-
fortable possibility that those who
fight in increasingly unjustifiable
wars, such as in Iraq, Afghanistan
Senior Inspirationfrom CO. W.Alum
I can't even begin to count the
number of people that have told
me, "These are the best years of
your lite, or
"This is the
most fun you
will ever have,"
or "College
i doesn't last
f
forever, enjoy it
Grainne Carlin while you can."
I refuse to be-
lieve that at 21 years old, this is
where my happiness peaks, my fun
ends and this so-call- ed real world
beerins. I drink cheap
beer, live in a cinder- - Life
1.1.W.1, . ..Mtl,
uiulb iuuiii nun unc jtim- e- 1window and uian mv r i
. i
am freaking out about
schedule around what upcoming months. Kates'
kind ot soup Lowry made me reailze that I don t need to
is serving. Maybe i i i , tp
you disagree, but i m nave a plan right away If we seize
pretty sure the world the right opportunities our lives
has more to offer in Qri Ko ac fulfilled oo uro mont Vn
doesn't have to end in college.terms of opportunity funand excitement than
this. May is quickly
approaching, and al-
though I want to be excited for
post-gra- d life, having no plan is
making me absolutely terrified.
Last Thursday my mind was fi-
nally put at ease, at least for a little
while. The Department of Com-
munication, Communication Club
and Lambda Pit Eta presented the
Spring Alumni Forum featuring
Angela Massoni Kates '97. Kates'
story was inspiring, exciting and
actually made me look forward to
heading oh to life's next adventure.
LocH douti
and Pakistan, are not defending
the rights of American citizens,
but advancing, whether volun-
tarily or not, a fundamentally un-
sound and immoral foreign policy.
Our soldiers have not "defended
our freedom" in a major war since
World War II. We should not view
all soldiers as heroes fighting for
a just cause, but rather victims of
an atmosphere of nationalism and
misinformation.
The cult of the noble and just
soldier has become an unquestion-
able monolith in American identity,
and any dissent against it has be-
come absolutely unacceptable. This
mindset is a dangerous invitation
to nationalistic hatred towards
the victims of American military
intervention: if the act of killing
is unquestionably noble, the victim
is unquestionably evil. Most visibly
in the earlier years of the Second
Gulf War, the far right has invoked
this rancorous sentiment to quash
dissent against otherwise indefen-
sible military campaigns.
.This culture of unyielding na-
tionalism tied to morally infal-
lible violence recalls Theodore
Adorno's influential studies on
the constitution of an authoritar-
ian mindset tracing unquestioned
obedience to authority, undying
patriotism and absolute consent
to the inherent justness of violent
authority as the precursors to fas-
cism. Americans are not just en-
titled to question the moral integ-
rity of our military; the protection
of our liberties requires us to so.
Kates is the Chief of Staff at a
Fortune 500 company, American
Family Life Assurance Company
(AFLAC). She lives in Georgia
with her husband and newborn
baby and even had enough money
to help move her parents down to
live closer to her. By any standards,
Kates is successful. The aspect of
Kates' story that inspired me so
much was that she never even
planned to go to college.
Kates conies from a humble up-
bringing and said that going to
college was never even an expec- -
nresents onnortunities all
tation from her family. Due to fi-
nancial issues, she enrolled at the
College of Wooster a semester
late. Kates managed to graduate
in three-and-a-h- alf years, even
though she participated in almost
every music ensemble on campus
and waitressed for 40 hours a week
to pay her own .tuition. After re-
ceiving her master's degree in
communication through a fellow-
ship at Wake Forest University and
a series of jobs, Kates was able to
i - - iI .-.--t-- vl ST- -
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Unhealthy
Although many United States
soldiers surely perform their job
with integrity and moral certitude,
their inherent nobility is further
disproved by some of their actions
and prejudices. When we worship
our soldiers, we gloss over their
atrocities, such as the intentional
2007 murder of Baghdad jour-
nalists by helicopter gunners for
sport, the 2005 massacre of Iraqi
civilians at Haditha and the dis-
gusting statistic that up to a third
of women in the military during
the Iraq War have been sexually
assaulted.
The military's rampant homopho-
bia, exemplified by Captait Owen
Honors' derogatory slurs against
gays in a video addressing his crew,
reflects the many prejudicial re-
sponses to the overturn of Don't
Ask Don't Tell by military officials.
As a group, soldiers are clearly not
fit to be the role models that many
Americans make them out to be.
Deification of soldiers is a disturb-
ing trend that designates violence
as the highest form of national
service and patriotism as the high-
est potential human good, all while
creating an atmosphere of uncriti-
cal consent to foreign policy and
the inherent atrocities of combat.
Regardless of national in heritage,
no rational and decent human being
should pin his moral compass to the
foreign policies of his government.
Dan Hanson is a regular contributor
for tlte Voice. He can be reached for
comment at DHansonl2wooster.edu.
network and work her way up the
corporate ladder at AFLAC. Kates
is now recognized in various bus!
ness magazines and publications
for her achievements, was a feature
on a CNN newscast for her impor
tance in the business world and
even gets to travel on a private jet
I think it is absolutely amazing
that Kates never even expected to
go to college and now she is sue
cessful in her career and personal
life. Kates made it clear that life is
about making your own opportuni-
ties, saying students should take
time to figure out what
the we really want t0 do with
Imac itcKmil otif rrt rfuuiWill uvea dim uuiIIUL I1 uauUOII milIllLVythese anvthinir because De0Dl
story told us it was the right
thing to do.
In her presentation
Kates told the audience.
"Life just doesn't fall into
your lap. You have to
make it happen." Life pres-
ents opportunities all the
time. At this point in my
life, I just have to know
when to seize them. Like most se
niors, I am freaking out about these
upcoming months. However, Kates'
story made me realize that I don'
need to have a plan right away. If
we seize the right opportunities
our lives can be as fulfilling as we
want it, the fun doesn't have to end
in college.
Grainne Carlin is a regular contribu
torfor the Voice. She can be reachedfor
comment at GCarlinl lwooster.edu.
Fitness Center Progression
With anticipation growing for
the new Scot Center, it is clear
that maintaining an active lifestyle
is important
amongst our
student body,
whether one is
training as an
athlete or on
a casual trip
Anthony Dominguez tn tllp vm u
is also certain
that the yet-to-be-insta- lled solar
panels, which will be the largest
in the country on such a structure,
reflect the progressive nature that
this college strives to emanate.
Even though I will have gradu
ated, I truly hope the new Scot
Center will embrace this innova
tive sentiment in accordance to the
students' desires for a physically fit
culture and successful athletic pro-
grams here at Wooster. To accom-
plish this goal, the College must
incorporate into the fitness center
new and progressive ways to train
that are be--
coming ever The
more popu
lar across the niQUeS that
country. famous are
The College franU1v nnfWrncrpr c Jv '
website says athletes Or
that the Scot nspr Tn fartUVl ( AAA AVAVA
. .r
..ItCenter will n ..u J
have a fitness J ,
center with CaUSe mUSCle
a full array
of circuit training stations, tradi-
tional as well as elliptical running
machines, rowing machines and
free weights." Before getting to
my point, I commend the College
for incorporating rowing machines
into the fitness center's cardio en-
semble. Free weights also have
their place in any weight room, as
long as they are used in the correct
manner and not taken to excess.
Yes, power-liftin- g (i.e. squats,
bench) help build explosiveness
and fast twitch muscle. However
,when taken to the point of compe-
tition with extreme weights, your
joints simply won't hold up. I am
a personal testament to this fact
after having three shoulder sur-
geries, being in heed of two more
and having a constant reminder
of these effects from the irritating
'click' every time I extend both my
left and right my knee.
With this said, what scares me
the most in seeing the description
of the new fitness, center are the
fitness circuit training stations.
The bodybuilding techniques that
made Arnold famous are outdated
and, frankly, not beneficial for ath- -
The Voice welcomes
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letes or the casual gym user. In fact,
they are actually quite dangerous,
as they cause muscle imbalances.
When performing any activity, do
you ever isolate one single muscle
while doing it? Isolating your bi-
ceps on a preacher curl bench in
hope of making them bigger does
nothing to improve your perfor-
mance or actually make you stron-
ger while doing activities.
Contrary to the methods I have
described above, more and more
athletes and casual Joes are turn-
ing to progressive styles of work-
ing out and training. The most
popular of these programs that
you may have heard of is Crossfit;
however, they all have the same ba-
sic principles. These new methods
do not isolate muscles but incorpo-
rate the entire body, during which
it is essential to engage your core
and back, the actual location from
where you derive your power.
By combining cardiovascular
endurance, strength, flexibility,
speed, agility,
bodybuilding tech--
made Arnold aii within
outdated and "e workout,
this way ofbeneficial for
trainingn actu- -
the Casual gym ally increases
rhpv arp a rill- - vour efli- -VAAX I Vi w -- .
-
..
.
ciency in the
P , . J KVm. These
imbalances. progressive
styles also
help reduce the risk of injury. By
using your own bodyweight in sus-
pension from the ceiling, the TRX
suspension trainer forces all your
little stabilizing muscles to work in
ways they would not while doing
standard lifting techniques.
However, training in this pro-
gressive manner requires the cor-
rect equipment and designated
space; our current weight room
situation simply does not permit
it. As of now, it is absolutely ab-
surd that one cannot take a BOSU
ball out of the training room and
use it in the weight room. The new
fitness center needs to incorpo-
rate new exercise technology such
as kettle bells, gymnastic rings,
BOSU balls, jumps ropes and TRX
trainers so that the student body
can train in more efficient and pro-
gressive ways. If they do, the in-
side of the new fitness center may
very well resemble the intended
exterior projection of the new and
progressive Scot Center.
Anthony Dominguez is a Vieufoints edi-
tor for the Voice. He can be reached for
comment at ADominguezl I wooster.edu.
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Seniors composing artistic independent projects
Emily Tarr
Senior Staff Writer
All seniors at The College of
Wooster engage in the Independent
Study program, but not all students ex-
perience this process in quite the same
way. Students in studio art, theatre and
dance, music, and many in English are
working on projects that require just
as much c.ritical thought, research and
inspiration as projects in other majors,
but their efforts will produce results
that take a different form.
This year's senior studio art majors
are exploring a wide variety of topics
in their work. Nina Dine's project is a
series of portraits of African American
entertainers inspired by hip hop music
and meant to represent the evolution of
this genre.
, "For me, the process for an art major
is extremely fun...It's about creating
and changing as you go," said Dine.
"Nothing is set in stone when you
start and the idea that you think you
have in the beginning may ultimately
change in the end. The fun part is hav-
ing a direction but not really knowing
how it's going to turn out. My show
will be just as much a surprise for you
as it will for me."
Studio art and communication stud-
ies double major Taylor Lamborn is
creating a satirical marketing plan to
sell organic bottled air.
"I draw inspiration from marketing
magic exemplified in Pet Rocks, Bottled
Water, and Paris Hilton's fame," said
Lamborn.
Dale Seeds, professor and Chair of
the Theatre and Dance Department
subscribes to the belief that perfor-
mance and scholarship are not mu
"Phillip Morris" proves criminally hilarious
Libba Smith
Voice Staff
"I Love You Phillip Morris" be-
gins as a seemingly standard story
of an ordinary man, Steven Rus-
sell (Jim Carrey). He has a beauti
ful wife, an adorable daughter, " 1
a steady job as a police officer
and is even a church organist.
The real drama begins with a
car crash that shakes Steven,
into livingJife as his true self:
a flamboyantly gay man. Ste-
ven adopts a lavish lifestyle
and becomes a con man; he
moves to Florida, finds a Latin
boyfriend, and seems to be liv-
ing his dream, until the law fi-
nally catches up with him and
he lands in a Texas jail.
Once incarcerated, he falls in
love at first sight with Phillip
Morris (Ewan McGregor), the
sweet, perpetually optimistic,
soft-spok- en Southerner. . Phillip
Morris is the love of his life, and
Steven will go to any lengths to
be with him.
The most unbelievable aspect Actor
of the film is that it is based on
a true story. All of the insane
situations that Steven pulls through
are based on true events, from be-
coming a CFO with absolutely no
financial experience to coloring a
prison jumpsuit green to escape
from jail by impersonating a nurse.
The real Steven Russell is currently
serving a 144-ye- ar sentence for his
numerous crimes, 119 of which are
E,i Lf A:,;.ir '11 cj. : a to the d.iik
si.! ! 'in a L! ;..k rr 'e.e-- y in-- , ih;d
coat and nu--;iv;- -T Lrj (I Itoto
by Linda Kuiilur "11).
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tually exclusive. He reveals that this
department asks students to be both
scholars and artists. Among this year's
projects are performance pieces by
Jackie Komos, George Myatt, Lindsay
Phillips, Owen Reynolds, and Nina
Takacs, Komos's devised performance
piece entitled "Kuvugurura," is based
,on the story of Immaculee Ilibagiza, a
survivor of the Rwandan genocide and
a best selling author and motivational
speaker.
Sociology and dance double major
"T1 draw inspiration from marketing mag-
ic exemplified in Pet Rocks, Bottled Water,
and Paris Hilton's fame."
.
Taylor Lamborn '11
Studio Art and Communications Major
Kait Yankello is examining people's
expectations about dance, society's
influence on these expectations and
how these reactions may sometimes be
counter to societal norms.
Among senior music majors, compo-
sition major Quinn Dizon is working
on a large scale chorus and orchestra
piece, currently titled, "Apotheosis."
The theme of the work is 'The Hero's
Journey," an idea that Dizon developed
while studying Greek literature in high
school.
As works of this scale typically take
several years to compse, Dizon plans
to submit the first two movements for
his I.S. Dizon has also composed two
choral works based on two poems by
Sara Teasdale. These works will be
for his four successful prison es-
capes.
Instead of going for the generic
Hollywood crowd-pleas- er that he
has been inclined to make in the
last few years, Carrey took a risk
with an unconventional romantic.
"I spent many
,
years playing guitar
in bands of various styles and have
always loved the rockmetal musical
language. Over the past four years, I've
also had intensive training in contem-
porary classical composition and have
found lots of sounds in that world that
I love as well."
"This piece allows me to explore both
sets of sounds that are particularly
meaningful to me and also share those
sounds with the audience and expose
them to some sound combinations that
they haven't heard before and that they
will hopefully find beautiful," said Win-
chester.
While some English I.S. projects are
critical projects, about 60 percent of
English majors typically produce cre
rental car too long, but McGregor
makes his innocence convincing,
and Phillip's trust in Steven never
wavers.
Steven so easily dupes Phillip that
he doesn't question a Christmas bonus
in July. Phillip lacks any semblance of
common sense, but he is so guiltless
and gentle that his lack of even basic
observation skills is endearing.
Steven pursues Phillip from the
very beginning, paying to have
"the screamer" in the next cell
beaten into silence in what Phil-
lip calls "the most romantic thing
anyone has ever done for me."
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Ewan McGregor speaks at the 2009 Sundance Film Festival during a press
conference for "I Love You Phillip Morris" in Park City, Utah (Photo by AP).
comedy and the gamble paid off.
He is hysterical but also emo-
tional; Carrey's usual over-the-t- op
style serves him well with the un-
believable tomfoolery of his char-
acter. McGregor's performance
also deserves high praise. Phil-
lip Morris is totally naive, hav-
ing been locked up for keeping a
performed by the Wooster Chorus later
this spring.
Another music composition major,
Paul Winchester, has composed a
project titled "Skyscapes." This proj-
ect is a concerto for electric guitar
and orchestra that will be performed
by the Wooster Symphony Orchestra
on Feb. 26.
"I wanted to write this piece because
it's a culmination of both worlds that
have been part of my musical history,"
said Winchester.
WoosterStreetStyle
Simply stylish, Sadaf Asrar '11 acccsorizcs red-rimm- ed glasses and leather gloves in this richly textured dark
enscmbb. Pairing jeans and sneakers with a military-styl- o winter coat and messenger bag, Sadaf spoke to
Wooster Street Stylo about stylo abroad and hew fashion sense just might be in his blood.
As cn ir.trrr.::'.zr.: 1 1 :':c! :r.t, does yci:r ety! o c!r.r o ct when you'ro ct homo end
vvl.cn ycu'i 2 1. : : o c i ce! .eel?
Stylo to mo is a per cord t! ling and ono should stay true to who one is no matter whore they go. Back home,
the strong influence of RsigJ and Islamic culture makes fashion march to a completely different beat. So, I try
to adspt to the environment without losing myself, or sticking out like a sore thumb. I did got to wedding this
past winter wearing an cre.nijs belt and a black skinny tia. It raised a few eyebrows, but I had a lot of fun. That
is who I am.
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ative projects, according to Associate
Professor and Chair Thomas Prender-gas- t.
This year's creative works include
memoirs, travel narratives, short stories
and poetry.
Alison Hornbeck is writing a chil-
dren's novel in which two young chil-
dren believe that their new neighbor
could be a reincarnation of King Ar-
thur. Though it might sound like a
fantasy story, Hornbeck stated that her
real interest is exploring "belief and the
unexpected ways that people affect one
another."
Lindsay Neff, a philosophy and eng-lis-h
double major, stated that she is "us-
ing philosophy of language to look at
metaphor anil its ability (or lack of abil-
ity) to have and create meaning, as well
as the implications this has on poetry."
Her English component of the proj-
ect is a series of poems that are inspired
by these philosophical concepts. Mal-lo- ry
Duriak is working on a poetry col-
lection fijcusing on villainesses.
"Really, villainesses have just always
been my favorites. I think they're fasci-
nating, the power they have and what
they reflect about society's expectations
of women, and I wanted to explore
that," said Duriak.
While all of these projects are defi
niteiy unique in lorm and process
perhaps they are not really so differ
ent from all other senior Independent
Study projects.
All seniors strive to pose thought
provoking questions and explore new
ideas through their Independent Stud
ies, whether the end result is a novel
portrait, performance or research pa
per. And let's face it, after a year of hard
work, everyone's I.S. could be consid'
ered a piece of art.
,The love between the two men
seems so real that all other aspects
of their twisted relationship are
irrelevant. You end up rooting for
them because they so obviously just
want to be together. Steven prom-
ises Phillip that he will take
care of him for the rest of
his life, and each time Ste-
ven is forced to break this
vow is heartbreaking.
Also, rather than fo-
cusing on the pair's ho-
mosexuality, the film is
simply a love story. While
the sexual aspect of the
movie is completely un-apolog- etic,
being gay is
never the joke.
Overall, the film is fast-pac- ed
and consistently fun-
ny. Each con becomes more
and more elaborate and
unbelievable, but Steven re-
tains the confidence and pa-
nache of a classic swindler
throughout his schemes.
Steven's poise rarely wa-
vers; he ends up in prison,
jobs he doesn't under
stand, situations that seem
as if the odds are simply
stacked too highly against him or
his luck should have run out ages
ago, but he pulls off every impos-
sible ploy with the desperate ease
of a man who does everything out
of love. "I Love You Phillip Mor-
ris" is fun, funny, touching and one
of the most enjoyable movies of the
year so far.
One Fan's Oscar Predictions
It's February and the race to the Os
cars is on. As a unabashed follower of
this largely masturbatory exercise in
glitz, glamour and Hollywood execu
tive backscratch-in- g,
I am more
than a little ex-
cited. I almost
broke my phone
calling my
mother when
LEE MCKINSTRY the . nominations
came up on my
Yahoo! news feed. I spent almost the
entirety of my winter break watch
ing every possible film nominee. Am I
ashamed? Yes. But that won't stop me
from making a few predictions about
the biggest night in show business.
For the four major acting awards,
there will be few surprises. Best Actress
nominee Natalie Portman trained with
ballerinas for six grueling months to
become the wildly unhinged Nina in
Black Swan" and wowed both critics
and audiences. Oscar likes to reward
such demanding transformations, a fact
which also should serve Christian Bale
well. The six-foot-t- all method actor of
"American Psycho" fame has criminally
never been nominated before, and lost
close to 60 pounds for "The Fighter,"
becoming Dickie Ecklund, a gaunt,
crack-cocain- e addicted former boxer. It
,
also helps that Bale is absolutely trans-
fixing in the film, and Oscar probably
feels deservedly guilty for ignoring him
so long. As for Colin Firth, he's back for
round two against Jeff Bridges in the
Best Actor category after losing last
year. The award is his. His stammering
King George VI has already swept most
of the season's big prizes, including a
Golden Glol)e, his character's struggle
is inspirationally irresistible, and, again,
Firth has gone too long without taking
the gold guy home. Sorry, Dude.
As for Best Supporting Actress, the
race is wide open. While Melissa Leo's
brazenly foul-mouth- ed Alice in 'The
Fighter" has gotten her both the Gold-
en Globe and the Screen Actor's, don't
count out 13-year- -old Hallie Steinfeld's
turn as the determined Mattie Ross in
True Grit." After a roar of specula
tion over whether the newcomer would
get nominated at all, the ingenue could
ride the press' fascination with her all
the way to the podium. Helena Bon--
lam Carter falls into the 'Too-Lon- g-
Without-An-Awar- d" category too, and
her Queen Mum hits both of Oscar's
sweet spots "significant other" and
historical figure." But her part is too
small and one-dimensio- nal they
would have been better served giving
her the award for her Mrs. Lovett in
'Sweeney Todd" three years ago. Amy
Adams and Jacki Weaver haven't got
ten enough press. I'd give it to personal
favorite, Leo. '
A moment should be taken to ac
knowledge all the snubs at this year's
awards I'll just say the biggest one
this year goes to Dale Dickey of "Win-
ter's Bone." Playing the world-beate- n,
right-han- d woman to a backwoods
kingpin, she wasn't nominated for one
Best Supporting Actress award, prob-
ably because she lacked the star power.
Her turn as Merab was so startling I
was convinced that she couldn't be an
actress, just some woman they picked
up in the Ozarks. She's actually a city-gi- rl
from Nashville, but that transfor
mation wasn't enough to get her no-
ticed by the Academy.
The Best Picture race has essentially
been reduced to 'The King's Speech"
and 'The Social Network." Everyone
expected the Facebook Movie to sweep
every award this season for its genera
tion-defini-ng tale of one of the biggest
communication phenomenons in histo-
ry. But "The King's Speech" is coming
up fast, just winning the Outstanding
Performance by a Cast in a Motion Pic-
ture Award at the Screen Actor's Guild
and a Producer's Guild Award. 'The
King's .Speech" is such a traditional
"Oscar movie" (period piece? Check.
Period piece featuring a historical fig-
ure? check. Period piece featuring a his-
torical figure who overcome a vast per-
sonal obstacle to gain glory? Check). It
would be completely out of touch with
the modern world of cinema if it won.
Has that stopped them in the past?
Unfortunately, no.
Lee McKinstry is an Arts & Entert-
ainment Editor for the Voice. She can
be reached for comment at
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GREEK INSIGHT
V' J
-
ELIZABETH BEAL
Goodbye, 2010; hello 20ll! It is
hard to believe that almost 20 years
ago, the founding members of Delta
Theta Psi were creating a proposal
and charter for a new sorority. I find
myself wondering if those 13 wom-
en knew that almost two decades lat-
er, their newly-form- ed group would
grow to flourish on campus as a
strong body of 30 women dedicated
to service the community and each
other. I guess the greatest thing that
I have taken away from reflecting on
this is that with time, change is in-
evitable.
Greek groups know that change is
going to happen, living situations are
going to change, members are going
to graduate and new members are
going to be initiated. To me, Greek
groups are unique because although
the members who make up the group
constantly graduate and new mem-
bers join, the purpose of the group
ultimately stays the same. For the
Thetas, that is to serve the commu-
nity and each other, all while taking
part in this incredible experience we
call sisterhood.
When I pledged Theta as a first- -
year in 2009, the group dynamic
was entirely different than it is now.
Overall, I think that we're a more di
verse group than we were two years
ago, which is interesting considering
it only took four or five semesters for
that much change to occur. Some of
that change has to do with the addi
tion of last year's pledge class, which
I believe changed the group dynamic
in a dramatic but good way. With
the addition of 19 girls to bur sister
hood in 201 1, it will be interesting to
see what is going to happen with our
group in this coming year. Not only
will the change in our own group be
interesting to see, but the change in
the Greek Community as well. The
amount of people "going Greek" was
extremely high across all groups this
year, which leads me to believe that
there will be a big change in the dy
namic of the Greek Community be
ginning as early as this spring.
With an incoming pledge class of
1.9, the Thetas are growing. So how
does a group of that many girls es
tablish and maintain the bond of sis
terhood? By appreciating the many
personalities, skills, talents and
goals of each member who makes
up this unique group of women
When change happens, we learn to
adapt. This year, I believe, has been
a true test of that. This year's first-ye- ar
class not only brought change
to the amount of interest in Greek
groups during rush season for many
groups; changes were made to the
Greek Community's housing situ
ation as well. Although our home
in Bissman was replaced with a
program house, I can honestly say
that our current living situation
has presented the Thetas, as well
as other Greek groups, with many
opportunities to strengthen our
bonds. Living in Scot Cottage (Scot
tage) has brought our group closer
by translating the feeling of family
and sisterhood into a more tangible
thing, which, in turn, has proved
that home really is where your sis
ters are.
All in all, being in a sorority has
opened my eyes to an experience
that differs from being on a sports
team or any other student organi-
zation. Not only do we hold each
Other accountable in areas of ser-
vice to the community, personal in-
tegrity and academic achievement,
we also hold each other accountable
to fostering an organization which
embodies our pride, dignity and re-
spect. Having such an organization
in which to grpw.not only enhances
my college experience, but enhances
my personal development as well.
And that, in my opinion, is what I'm
going to take away from my four
years here at the College.
Elizabeth Beal is a contributor for the
Voice. She can be reachedfor comment
at EBeall2uvoster.edu.
Social service fair provides career options
Emily Tarr
Senior Staff Writer.
On Tuesday, Career Services host
ed The College of Wooster's an
nual Social Service Fair. A variety
of post-graduati- on service oppor
tunities as well as information on a
variety of graduate schools and the
Marine Corps were available to in-
terested students.
The fair was well-attend- ed, which
was no surprise to Lisa Kastor, direc
tor of Career Services. According to
Kastor, The College of Wooster is
one of the top 10 feeder schools for
both the Peace Corps and Teach for
America. Among the classes of 2008
and 2009, 34 percent work in the
non-pro- fit sector, while 22. percent
work in education.
Tom Loughead '10 represented
Teach for America. According to his
estimate, he is one of about 10 mem
bers of the class of 2010 currently
serving in the program. Participants
in the program make a two-ye- ar
commitment to teach in a high-nee- d
school and spend the summer be-
fore their first year training, learn-
ing teaching strategies and student
teaching. Though he acknowledged
that the experience has been chal
lenging, Loughead said that it has
definitely been a positive one overall,
describing it as "meaningful and pur-
poseful."
Several Wooster graduates rep
resented City Year Cleveland at the
fair, including Sarah Gollwitzer 09.
Gollwitzer, a Senior Corps Member
serving out her second year with the
program, is one of three Wooster
graduates currently serving in Cleve
land. Corps members work with stu-
dents in inner city public schools on
Senior etiquette dinner gives useful real-lif-e advice
After attending the etiquette dinners, fancy dinnerware
no longer intimidates seniors (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Lisa Hazelton
Senior Staff Writer
Mistake number one: as soon as
we arrived at dinner I was told my
name-ta- g was on the wrong side.
Mistake number two: I foolishly
passed the bread to the wrong side.
Mistake number three: I attempted
to cut my string of asparagus, which
caused the entire thing to slip off my
plate and onto the floor. At the eti
their coursework, attendance and be-
havior. City Year Cleveland is one of
20 City Year sites acrpss the nation.
There are also sites in South Africa
and London.
According to Annabel Khouri, a
recruiter for the Peace Corps, there
are approximately three Wooster
students currently in the midst of
the application process. Volunteers
in the Peace Corps make a 27-mo- nth
commitment to serve in one of 77
different countries around the world.
According to their website, the
project focuses include education,
business development, agriculture,
environmental issues, youth devel-
opment, health and HIVAIDS.
Though the application process is
lengthy, Khouri estimates that about
one third of applicants are invited to
serve.
Other agencies
.
represented
.
at
the fair included the Presbyterian ,
Church Young Adult Volunteers, a
year-lon- g volunteer program focus-
ing on the exploration of vocation,
and the Conservancy for Cuyahoga
Valley National Park, a non-pro- fit
organization that works alongside
the Cuyahoga Valley National Park
to increase public use and support of
the park.
One of the Conservancy's main
programs focuses on bringing chil-
dren from local schools, especially
urban schools, to the park to teach
them about the environment and in-
crease their appreciation of nature.
Humility of Mary Volunteer Ser-
vice was also present at the fair; the
program offers participants a chance
to complete a year of service in dif-
ferent locations, most frequently
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Florida.
Volunteers work on a variety of
tiatives, including ministry to the
quette dinner I quickly learned all of
these things would definitely not be
appropriate at a business lunch.
With the help of the hosts, seniors
attending the etiquette dinner had at
all of our different tables, we learned
how to behave properly when meet-
ing new people and interviewing
over a meal.
The dinner, hosted by the Wooster
Inn, occurs every year as an opportu-
nity for seniors to learn the ins-and-o- uts
of acceptable dinner behav
v
o
"
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Students learn about future options by exploring booths
at the Social Service fair (Photo by Linda Kuster).
homeless, organic farming and para-
legal work with immigrant youth.
Case Western Reserve Universi-
ty's Mandel School of Applied Social
Sciences was also represented. The
program offers students a wide vari-
ety of options and program prepares
students for clinical practice, policy
work or efforts as a community orga-
nizer. The strength of the program
lies in its stress on simultaneous
study and practice; students partici-
pate in at least two field placements
while studying at CWRU.
For those interested in learning
more about careers in social service
or the non-pro- fit field, Kastor sug-
gests looking at the search engines
on the Career Services website, es
ior. With an introduction from two
members of the senior committee,
we all learned that the etiquette din-
ner is provided for us by the Wooster
Fundi . Because alumni generously
donate money to the school we are
able to have books in our libraries
and professors that are well paid.
After prefacing the dinner with an
explanation of the money donated
by alumni, members of the com-
mittee told us how important it is
for us to give back to Wooster after
we graduate. The money we give
back to the school can help the cur-
rent students and staff maintain and
build upon all of the great things we
already have here.
After we learned about the
Wooster Fund, the dinner then start-
ed off with the horrifying, yet true,
statement that as seniors we have
less than 100 days until graduation
and only a few weeks until we turn in
Independent Study. That diminished
my appetite a little, but it definitely
got my attention. It seemed almost
impossible to me that this had any
basis in reality.
Wasn't it yesterday that I was get-
ting my roommate assignment and
sitting in FYS at 9:30 a.m. wishing I
were still in bed? Yet, in fewer than
100 days we will be out of Wooster
and into the "real world," attend-
ing business lunches and meetings,
getting jobs in which we can use all
we have learned. And in order to
impress our future employers over
a meal we will have to know things
pecially idealist.org. She also recom-
mends the information under the
Select Service Programs, US Fel-
lowships in Public Service and Inter-
national Public Service Fellowships
headings.
For those students who did not
find the right fit at the Social Service
Fair, the Cleveland Cavaliers Career
Fair might offer some enticing op-
tions. The fair will be held on Feb.
23 at Quicken Loans Arena in Cleve-
land. Organizations in attendance
will include the Cleveland Cavaliers,
Lake Erie Monsters, Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame and Museum, Verizon
Wireless, ESPN Cleveland and many
others. For more information, visit
theqarena.com groups careerfairl 1 .
like how to choose foods that are
most suitable to order (pasta of any
kind is definitely not a good choice)
and how to introduce yourself and
greet your host.
After anxiously sitting through a
few opening statements we finally sat
down to a delicious four-cour- se meal
in the Wooster Inn dining room.
Each day the etiquette dinner was
offered there was a different menu,
but the idea of cinnamon apple crisp
cheesecake for dessert sealed the deal
for me, and I ended up choosing the
first Tuesday.
Our feast consisted of potato soup,
pear salad, either chicken with angel
hair pasta (which definitely gave us
real life experience proving pasta
is impossible to eat with charm) or
eggplant ravioli (again providing us
all with the affirmation that yes, pas-
ta is messy and difficult to eat) and
the delicious cinnamon apple cheese-
cake. The meal went off without a
hitch and the food and conversation
were excellent.
The etiquette dinner, a wonderful
way for Wooster students to better
understand what is appropriate be-
havior during business meals, is also
a great way for seniors to have an
elegant and free dinner outside of
the College, which doesn't involve
Lowry mac and cheese and chicken
fingers. Wooster gives us so many
great opportunities to prepare us for
the world after graduation, and the
etiquette dinner proved to be an ex-
cellent way to do just that.
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Editors debate who will be victorious in the XLV Super Bowl
Besides being a die-ha- rd Green Bay
Packers fan with Wisconsin roots
and having the personal experience
ANTHONY
DOMINGUEZ
of Lambeau
field's mysti-
cal aura, there
are a number
of reasons
why I whole-
heartedly, yet
impartially,
believe the
Packers will
win Super
Bowl XLV
Reason number 1: Aaron Rodgers
is playing out of his mind. After
posting the third best quarterback
rating in the regular season, Rod-
gers has elevated his game when
it has mattered most: the playoffs,
leading all post-seas- on quarter-
backs with a rating of 109.2 and a
7 1 percent completion rate.
I understand that Roethlisberger
has the experience with two Super
Bowl wins, yet his play during this
post-seas- on has been insignificant to
say the least. Roethlisberger's quar
terback rating has been the worst
out of all playoff quarterbacks who
have played, with a measly 75.5.
Reason number 2: The Packers re-
ceiving core is arguably the best in
the league. Greg Jennings, Donald
Driver, James Jones and Jordy Nel-
son are dynamic in combination with
Rodgers and they make up a dynamic
passing attack that has shredded de-
fenses all year long. This post-seas- on
Greg Jennings leads all receivers in
both catches and yards.
Balancing the effect of both rea-
sons 1 and 2 is Reason number 3: the
post-seas- on emergence of a Green
Bay running attack headed by the
fresh legs of James Starks. After
making his appearance and taking
limited reps in the season finally,
Starks has rushed for a playoff lead-
ing 263 yards, balancing the Pack-
ers' passing attack and thus forcing
defenses to no longer solely focus on
the pass.
Reason number 4: All-P- ro Lineback-
er Clay Matthews is a monster and
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This weekend the Green Bay Packers face the Pitts-
burgh Steelers in Super Bowl XLV (Photo courtesy AP).
the cornerstone of a defense that
gave up the second fewest points al-
lowed this season. He was tne lead-
ing candidate for Defensive Player
of the year until his play dropped off
at the end of the regular season due
to injury. Regardless, Matthews was
still only two votes behind Steelers
safety Troy Polamalu in the voting
for the award. However, since the
post-seas- on began, Matthews is av-
eraging over one sack a game.
Reason number 5: The Green Bay
secondary is the best in the league.
Anchored by Pro Bowler Nick Col-
lins and sure to be Hall of Famer
Charles Woodson, the Packers'
defensive backfield posted the best
overall rating, 67.2, and the sec-
ond most interceptions during the
2010 season. However, this post-
season cornerback Tramon Wil
v
liams has elevated the secondary's
play even more.
After being widely regarded as a
Pro-Bo- wl snub with six intercep-
tions during the regular season,
Williams has snagged a league lead-
ing three interceptions this post
season, returning one for a touch-
down against Atlanta. Any football
guru will tell you that what matters
most in the playoffs are turnovers.
So far, Green Bay has a turnover ra-
tio of plus three, while the Steelers
have a ratio of zero. .
Reason number 6: Flow. Yes Troy
Polamalu has the Head and Shoul-
ders endorsement, however the
combined flow of star lineback-
ers Clay Matthews and A.J. Hawk
easily outweighs that of Polamalu.
I give the advantage to the Green
Bay Packers.
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I'm sorry, Anthony, but this Sunday
the Steelers are yet again going to
make history by becoming the first
)
MARGARET
DONNELLY
NFL franchise
' to win seven
Super Bowl ti
tles. The Green
Bay Packers
may be the
NFC champi-
ons, but they're
no match for the
Steelers.
Before talking about why the Steel-
ers are going to be Super Bowl
champions again on Sunday, let's
talk about how they got there this
season. The Steelers' start to the
season was one of the most specu-
lated about in the league because of
quarterback Ben Roethlisberger's
four-ga- me suspension. While Ro-
ethlisberger sat on the sidelines for
the first four games, paying penance
for his alleged deplorable conduct
at a Georgia bar in the off-seas-on,
back-u- p quarterbacks led the Steel-
ers to a 3-- 0 start, losing the fourth
game only by a field goal.
This shows the Steelers' depth on
the bench and their ability to adapt
and overcome their opponents
when they lose one of their key
players. Head coach Mike Tomlin
encourages the development of
new players and has proven to be
flexible in his starting lineup from
game to game. Not only has this
improved individual team mem-
bers' play-maki- ng abilities, but
it has allowed the team to adjust
seamlessly as players come in and
out of the game.
Statistically, the Steelers have
dominated their opponents this sea-
son. During the post-seas-on alone,
the Steelers' offense on average has
44 first down conversions per game,
its defense has been able to hold its
opponents to just 29, giving the
Steelers almost one third more op-
portunities per game to score. The
Steelers have evenly distributed the
number of first downs achieved by
rushing and passing, but their de-
fense has forced opponents to al
V
r
most exclusively pass the ball.
The Steelers' ofTense has the abil-
ity to make both rushing and pass-
ing plays to get the ball down the
field. Roethlisberger's mobility on
the field allows him extra time to
see and make plays and can make
last-minu- te decisions to run or
pass, resulting in 18 Roethlisberger
touchdowns this season.
Rashard Mendenhall has been im-
posing in the Steelers' rushing game
this season. He leads the Steelers'
rushing statistics and has 16 touch-
downs for the season.
Defensively, the Steelers' lineup
has a number of players that should
put fear in the hearts of every quar-
terback in the league. Troy Polam-
alu, Ike Taylor, James Farrior, James
Harrison and Brett Keisel are some
of the most intimidating players in
the league and on the same line they
make an impenetrable force.
Just as the Steelers dominated the
NFL in the 1970s, winning Super
Bowls in '74, '75, '78 and '79, in re-
cent years Pittsburgh has yet again
dominated the league, winning Su-
per Bowls in '05 and '08, when they
made history by becoming the first
team to win six Super Bowls. It
seems as though the stars aligned
for the team in the past few years
with the right coaching staff and
great players at every position.
Furthermore, the Steelers are one
of the most popular teams in the
league. The number one jersey sold
this season was Troy Polamalu, and
the number one team to sell jer-
seys was the Steelers. In the NFL's
modern era, Pittsburgh has the
most NFL Hall of Fame inductees
with nine players. And let's not for-
get, they have the most Super Bowl
rings of any team.
The Steelers represent a blue-coll- ar
city without the glamour
and of other teams. They prefer
to shine on the field every Sunday
and let their performance speak for
itself. And that's what they're going
to do this Sunday when they beat
the Packers for their seventh Super
Bowl title.
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ing to watch it and obviously millions
of dollars are at stake in terms of
miTchandise and advertising, but in a
world with so many problems is it re-
ally that important? In a world that is
filled with riots and violence, hunger
and disease how can so much time
and eilort be spent on something as
trivial as a fixrtball game? Perhaps
the answer lies in the simple under-
standing that the Super Bowl is a
distraction. That is a glaring display
of Americana that pleases so many
individuals with the athletic displays
of some of the world's best athletes.
For only a few hours the problems
of the world that so many of us
read ami write about everyday are
mi lu-- d aside, by the joy of athleti-
cs. Although many avid sports fans
ta'.r time out of evryday to keep up
v their favorite team no sporting
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Basketball streaking Swimmers finish regular season
Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
The women's basketball team
continued its losing streak on Sat-
urday against Kenyon College in
Timken Gymnasium in spite of
its excellent outside shooting and
a strong defensive performance
in the second half. The Fighting
Scots (2-1- 6, 0-- 8 NCAC) nailed 10-1- 8
shots from three-poi-nt range,
including three apiece from Kar-le- y
Walker '14, Taylor Keegan '11
and Suvi Puripattarapan '1, but a
first-ha- lf run from the Ladies (11-- 8,
5-- 3 NCAC) provided enough
separation to keep them ahead the
rest of the game.
Kenyon had an 18-- 16 lead with
under 10 minutes left in the first
half, but the Ladies closed the half
on a 22-- 8 run, during which Kayla
Ernst scored eight points in a row
on her way to leading all scorers
with 21.
Although the Scots made six
three-pointe- rs in the first half, Ke-
nyon made 5-- 8 while knocking in
nine shots from inside. Wooster
went just 2-- 11 from two-poi- nt
range in the half, which played a
big role in Kenyon's 40-2- 4 half-tim-e
lead.
The Scots' defense locked down
in the second, holding the Ladies
to 1-- 10 in three-poi- nt shooting
and less than 30 percent from the
field. Wooster pulled to within
eight points with five minutes left
in the game, as Walker made it 54-4-6,
but they had put itself in too
big of a first-ha- lf hole to dig out
of and lost 66-5- 4.
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Buried in a six-fo- ot trench that he
dug in the snow seven days earlier,
the negative 50 degree temperature,
100 mph
I wind gusts
'
and 5.4
I magnitude
i earthquake
' L. ' had finally
shaken Lon--!
J-"- nie Dupre's
last amount
GRAHAM ffZIMMERMAN
,
'
: from his body.
Suffering from the beginning stages
of acute altitude sickness, a condi-
tion where the lack of oxygen can
lead to an incredibly painful and fatal
swelling of the brain, the 49-year-- old
had to descend back down the
mountain. To Dupre, the goal of
completing the first solo January as-
cent of Alaska's ML McKinley had
fallen wayside to man's most basic
instinct: staying alive.
Known for its massive crevasses
and unstable weather, Mt. McKin-
ley, the highest peak in North
America, has emerged as a con-
stant destination for climbing en-
thusiasts worldwide.
Although around 1,300 climbers
re ach the summit each year, only
16 have attempted to do so during
the unforgiving Alaskan winter, a
season that reveals the sun no more
than a few hours a day and has re-
corded temperatures of negative
,110 degrees on the mountain. Of
those lf men, six have riYcd. Not
one lias re.i. --. the smm-ji- t alone.
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The loss extended the Scots' los-
ing streak to six games. Wooster 1
played Hiram College (11-- 7,
6-- 4 NCAC) on Wednesday after
press time. They will host first-pla- ce
Denison University (19-- 0,
8-- 0 NCAC) tomorrow in Timken
Gymnasium at noon.
The men's team kept another
streak going on Jan. 26 its 19-ga- me
winning streak. The Scots
(19--0, 10-- 0 NCAC) had an offen-
sive explosion on the road against
Kenyon College in Gambier,
Ohio on its way to a 103-6- 7 rout.
Guards Nathan Balch '11 and Ian
Franks '11 had 22- - and 20-poi- nt
outings, respectively, but they
were only two of the five Wooster
players to get into double-digit- s.
Starting forward Bryan Wickliffe
'1 1 scored 12, while Jake Mays '13
scored 12 and Ryan Snyder '14 got
10 off the bench.
The Lords (8-1- 1, 4-- 6 NCAC)
played it close for the first 13 min-
utes, down only 27-2- 0 with under
seven minutes to play in the first
half. Unfortunately for Kenyon,
they melted down at that point as
the Scots closed the half on a 20--1
0 run to take a 47-3- 0 lead into the
locker room after shooting 51.6
percent from the field. Wooster
never looked back in the second
half as they continued their hot
shooting. The Scots also took 26
trips to the free throw line in the
second half, converting 22 shots.
Wooster played at Hiram (9-- 9,
3-- 6 NCAC) on Wednesday after
press time. Their next game is
against NCAC third-placeWaba- sh
College (16-- 3, 8-- 3 NCAC), as
Timken Gymbasium at 2 p.m.
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Trevor Patch
Staff Writer
The swimming and diving team
finished its regular season this
weekend with dual losses to the
visiting Grove City College Wol-
verines (7-- 3, 7-- 2 PAC).
The women's team fought late into
the afternoon but eventually suf-
fered a rare dual meet loss, 165.5-134- .5
ending their season with an
8-- 2 record. The women are ranked
third in the NCAC.
The men continued to fight de-
spite being the underdog again,
but Grove City's team proved
too strong and finished the meet
with a lead of 150-13-3, dropping
Wooster's record to 2-- 8, sixth
Track andfield spring season opens
Graham Zimmerman
Sports Editor
Last Saturday, the men's and
women's track and field teams
opened their spring- - season at the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Indoor Relays. Hosted by Oberlin
College, the women's team finished
fifth and the men sixth in the nine-tea- m
field.
Highlighting the women's indi-
vidual performances was Abena
Boamah-Acheampo- ng '13, who con-
tinued last season's success with a
runner-u- p finish in the high jump.
Miriam Wise '11 finished sixth in
the long jump with a 12 foot, seven
inch effort and fourth in the triple
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place in the NCAC.
The meet started promisingly with
a big win by the 200 yard medley re-
lay team consisting of Mariah Mc-Gove- rn
'14, Caroline Hanson '13,
Melissa Haug '12 and Adriana Hoak
'14, in a time of 1:54.77. In the indi-
vidual events, Kate Hunt '13 was the
only winner of two events, winning
both the 200 yard freestyle and the
100 yard butterfly.
The women also had three individ-
ual event winners: Samira El-Ada- wy
'13 in the 100 yard backstroke, Me-
lissa Haug '12 in the 200 yard fly
and Alyse Ma'rquinez '11 winning by
1.25 points in the one yard dive.
The men's team swam and dove
well and was highlighted by two of
their most successful athletes Pe
jump with a 29 foot, .eight inch per-
formance.
Camille Schwartz '14 placed sev-
enth in the high jump with a
four foot, nine inch performance.
Wooster saw two athletes finish in
the top eight in the 55 hurdles, with
Jensen Buchanan '14 finishing sixth
and Liz Friedly '1 1 finishing eighth,
respectively.
In the relay events, the women's
best performance was a third place
finish in the distance medley. Erin
Plews-Oga- n '13, Chelsea Fisher
'11, Kelsie Herring '12 and Mer-
edith Shaul '12 finished the relay in
13:10.86.
The women's squad finished with
67 points, 12 points shy of second
place Oberlin, who finished the
ter Parisi '13 and Luke Knezevic '12.
Parisi won two of his best events
of the 2010-1- 1 season, dominating
the 100 yard breaststroke and the
100 yard fly with times of 59.46 and
51.62, almost matching his school
records.
Knezevic, coming off his award
winning season where he took home
NCAC Diver of the Year, is peaking
at the right time, winning both the
one meter and three meter events
with scores of 299.55 and 280.80 re-
spectively.
The Scots will now turn their
sights to the NCAC Championships
in on Feb. 10-1- 2, hoping to send a
few individuals or teams to the Divi-
sion III National Championships on
March 23 in Knoxville, Tenn.
match with 79 points.
The men's squad sixth place finish
came from its 37-po- int outing. High-
lighting the men's squad was Josh
Kime '11, finishing fifth in the shot
put (42 feet, two inches) and seventh
in the weight throw.
Other notable men's accomplish-
ments include Jay Marshall '14 and
David Brew '14, who finished sixth
and seventh in pole-vau-lt, respec-
tively.
The men and women's track and
field teams will continue their indoor
season this Saturday at the Ohio
Northern University Invitational.
This will mark the first of five more
meets before the teams head to the
NCAC Indoor Track, and Field
Championships in Oberlin, Ohio.
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